
 

• Context and Engagement Overview 

o The Charge of the Steering Committee 

▪ In previous calls, it seemed as though some ambassadors did not understand 

what it means to sign up as an adjunct. One thing we might want to do is put 

something in writing about clarifying what we mean by ‘adjunct’ throughout this 

process. 

▪ We should also think about posing a few questions to the Community: 

• The role of LEAP on a specific problem: Does the LAC want to pick a 

problem and focus on that as part of its future? 

• The makeup of LEAP: Do we want to expand our focus to government 

stakeholders?  

• The role of the Community: Do we want the LAC to be the place to build 

knowledge on performance management and continuous 

improvement? 

▪ It’s helpful to know where we’re going and have a discussion on the vision or 

the North Star. We can’t be sure what questions were trying to ask if we don’t 

know what the ‘why’ behind the work is.    

▪ Also, who is this process designed for? The diversity of lived experiences and 

perspectives will be very important to this process. And who’s the next 

generation of leaders that will carry this forward? 

• Designing that without Millennial voices will be hard. So how do we go 

outside of our group to get those perspectives we need, given that 

Millennials are our future leaders 20 years from now? 

▪ If a big piece of this is about finance and sustaining this group, which it is, we 

need to understand the facts on the ground, such as: 

• How much money does it take to run the Community? How many 

people are necessary to run the LAC? 
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o Guardrails for the LFI Process (Which can be found on the LFI webpage) 

▪ The guardrails do not mention the Performance Imperative.   

▪ The mention of ‘continuous improvement’ in the LAC mission is necessary but 

not sufficient for the goal people say they want. You need more than 

continuous improvement to become a high-performing organization. 

Continuous improvement is so incremental, and you need to come up with 

breakthroughs. Continuous improvement won’t solve our society’s problems. 

▪ At the end of the day, the language of the mission probably needs to be 

workshopped a little, but the ethos resonates.  

▪ There is some issue with the word ‘convincing’ in the mission-- that’s not the 

work we do. We should take a frame of partnership instead and democratize 

the information and learn from others instead of saying ‘here is how we do the 

work, so do it this way,’ which feels very top-down.  

▪ Some members expressed reservations about certain words in the LAC mission, 

but they all agreed that the ethos of the mission resonates and that the process 

could move forward with the mission as-is for the time being. They also agreed 

that this process would be used to capture data that can be leveraged to update 

the mission at a later date.  

• Current Steering Committee Composition 

o Steering Committee volunteers agreed to contact individuals on the potential Steering 

Committee candidates list that the Monitor Institute team put together, based on who 

signed up to be an adjunct member of the Steering Committee. 

• Steering Committee Volunteer Next Steps 

o Respond to Elisha’s email regarding your availability for Meetings 2, 3, and 4 no later 

than 5/10 COB 

o Send email(s) to your assigned candidate by 5/10 EOD 

o Facilitate conversations with candidates you’ve been assigned to; complete all calls by 

5/19 EOD 

o Review the Steering Committee Charter on Google Docs and add comments to indicate 

suggested edits or thoughts 

https://www.leapambassadors.org/leap-futures-initiative/overview/

